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A NOTE ON THE BARNACLE LARVAE OF THE
CLYDE SEA AREA AS SAMPLED BY THE HARDY

CONTINUOUS PLANKTON RECORDER

By H. Barnes
The Marine Station, Millport

In the course of an extensive series of tests on the Hardy Continuous Plankton
. Recorder (Hardy, '1939) carried out in the Clyde Sea Area during March and

April 1949, a number of runs were made both during the time of the spring
dia~om outburst and over the period when barnacle larvae were a dominant
feature of the zooplankton. It should be emphasized that the work was
originally planned not as a plankton study but only as an investigation of the
comparative performance of a number of recorders. Nevertheless, the limited
data on cirripede larvae do give some quantitative information regarding the
distribution and the total population of barnacle larvae over a. moderately
large area, and the quantitative relations of the stages, as well as providing
some evidence bearing upon the hypothesis that the diatom outburst is
a controlling factor in the development of the later stage larvae.

Since the results of these tests have not yet been published the following
points regarding the performance of these recorders may be mentioned:

(I) The excellent depth-keeping properties of the machines have been
fully confirmed; a constant depth of 10:t 0"5 m. was maintained over long
distances by both machines under test.

(2) The amount of water filtered is probably the theoretical volume, since great
increase in filtering surface (obtained by fitting large nets inside the machines)
gave no significant increase in catch. This was true even with clogging which
became apparent during the diatom outburst. It should, however, be remem-
bered that the diatom was largely Skeletonema costatum; quantities of larger
phytoplankton species could lead to incomplete filtration. .

Thanks are due to Mr W. W. Brown who took part in the recorder investiga-
tions, to Mr M. W. H. Bishop for confirming the identity of the larval stages
counted, and to Captain Stewart and the crew of the Calanus for their willing
help in all the boat work.

THE COLLECTION AND COUNTING OF THE MATERIAL

The plankton recorders were towed together in pairs under varying experi-
mental conditions, and a statisticalexaminationof the results has shown that in
none of the tows here quoted was there any significant difference in the
performance of the two machines. In Table I, therefore, only the mean catch



Date
21. iii. 49

22. iii. 49

23. iii. 49

4. iv. 49

5.iv. 49

TABLE I. CIRRIPEDE LARVAE FROM THE CLYDE SEA AREA POPULATION, EARLY SPRING 1949;
, TOTAL CATCHESAND THEIR COMPOSITION

Total catch
cirripede larvae
,---A ,

Run Nauplii Cyprids
2 1839 6}3 1776 0
4 1418 5
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2230
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13377
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28869

10 2959

3633II
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13
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17

2717
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1650
1326

1674
2117
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1472
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1169
1475 }2036

14

2

3

10

27

27

46

The percentages stages, (i) B. balanoides,
(ii) B. crenatusfrom subsample counts, ,
Cyprids VI V IV III II + I

0'2 3'4 7'3 9'6 36'3 14'4
0,6 1'1 7'3 5'2 7'8 1,6
0'9 4,6 16'4 14'5 34'6 17'3
0'0 3'3 2'3 1'4 1'9 1'9
0'2 5'1 16'4 19'3 29'9 9'2
0'1 4'6 5'3 3'4 2'1 0'7

0'4 3'2 13,8 11'5 39'6 14'3
0'0 5'1 1'9 6'5 1'4 0'1
0'4 1'9 13'0 12'2 30'5 17'1
0'0 7'4 5'2 6'3 3'5 0'7

0'7 3'3 12,8 24'1 34'8 11'1
0'0 1'9 1'9 2'2 1'4 0'1
0'2 2,8 12'7 27'8 28'7 5'7
0'0 6'4 5'3 5'3 1'7 0'2
0'2 2,6 7'5 27'5 24'2 10'1
0'4 5'2 4'2 5'4 6'3 2'1
0'3 3'0 8,6 24'1 24'1 9,6
0,8 7'5 5'3 8'4 5'1 1'1

(i)
(ii)
(i)
(ii)
(i)
(ii)

(i)
(ii)
(i)
(ii)
(i)
(ii)
(i)
(ii)
(i)
(ii)
(i)
(ii)

(i)
(ii)

(i)
(ii)

26'9
10'0

8'7
5'6

4,8
4.6

19'5
5'3

4'5
1'9

1'4
0,6

42'8
16,8

1,6
0,6

0,6

0'3

10'9
4'5

Cyprids VI

4 62
II 20
13 66
0 47
5 114
2 103

6 48
0 77
5 26
0 99

13 61
0 35
6 82
0 186
6 78

12 155
II 110
29 276

Estimated numbers in original sample-,
11+1
261

29
246

27
207

16

215
2

229
9

206
2

166
6

302
63

353
40

III

657
141
492

27
671

47
596
21

409
47

647
26

836
50

723
188
887
188

0'7
0'3

895
338

0:1
0'0

1563
613

649
176

398
164

V

132
132
233

33
368
119
208

29
174
70

238
35

370
154
224
125
316
195

289
186

175
168

IV

174
94

206
20

433
76

173
98

164
84

448
41

810
154
821
161
887
309

150
63

58
22

47
20

23
10

22
II

4
0
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for the two machines on any given run is shown (columns 3 and 4). The
recorders were run at their' standard' depth of 10m. The duration of each
tow was half an hour at a speed of 8 knots (nominal), so that, neglecting the
effectof tidal currents and wind, 4 nautical milesof water were filtered through
the standard! x ! in. nozzle, a total of 1'2 cU.m.of water per haul.

The area sampled extended from the north end of the Largs Channel to
a point some 8 miles farther south, off the Little Cumbrae Island, the channel
between the islands and the mainland being approximately I mile wide
throughout this distance. The particular position of any run was not noted, the
choice being dictated by considerations of convenienceas regards the major
project, namely the testing of the plankton recorders. The samples, therefore,
although not random in the statistical sense,are probably representative of the
conditions over this particular area. .

For the purpose of all these tests the propellers of the machines were
removed; in some the gauze remained stationary across the tunnel, whilst in
others the inside mechanismwas removedand a smallnet attached at the inner
end of the fore part of the water tunnel. At the termination of each run the
gauze both over the tunnel and for some distance on either side was cut out
and, together with the catch, transferred to a breffit containing formalin; if
a net had been used inside the recorder, it was carefully removed and the
contents washed by means of a wash-bottle into a breffit.

The whole catch was first counted without sub-sampling, the barnacle larvae
being recorded as nauplii and cyprids irrespectiveof stagesor species; the mean
catchesper run for the two machines are shown in columns 3 and 4 of Table 1.
The catches were then subsampled (some after pooling several samples)
by Russell &Colman's technique (1931),and the number of the various stages
of Balanusbalanoides(Linn.) and B. crenatusBrug. counted in each subsample
(one-tenth of the total catch). The percentages of these stages as determined
from the counts of such subsamples are shown in columns 5-10. An estimate
of the actual numbers of the various stages present in the original sample
(single or pooled) was then calculated from these percentages and the mean
value of the total number in the original sampleor samples,and these estimates
are given in columns II-16.

The 'standard' gauze (60 mesh) was used in the recorders, and a micro-
scopic examinationof such gauze showedthe holes to be approximatelysquare
and between 0'2 and 0'25 mm. in cross-section. Pyefinch (1948a) ,givesthe
full length of Nauplius I as 0'34 mm. in B. balanoidesand 0'28 mm. in
B. crenatus,while from his diagrams the carapace width of this stage in its
widest part is slightly less than 0'25 mm. for the former, but only 0'15 mm.
for the latter. Stage II of B. balanoidesis given as 0'54 mm. full length and
from the diagram 0'35 mm. carapace width, whilst Stage II of B. crenatus,
which is rather more slender, is 0'44 mIn. long and about 0'25 mm. greatest
width. It would appear, therefore, that with the gauze used in these experi-

",
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ments there is some chance that Nauplius I of both B. balanoidesand B. crenatus
and possibly Nauplius II of the latter were not caught quantitatively. It must,
however, -be remembered that the effective width of the animal is increased
by the presence of appendages. Further, during many of these runs diatoms
were very abundant, and considerable clogging of the gauze resulted; in these
circumstances the effective opening of the gauze would be reduced and any
loss of the earlier naupliar stages to some extent prevented.

THE WEATHER AND HYDROGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

During the course of all these collections and throughout the whole of the
period covering the spring diatom outburst the weather was good. Winds, in
general-from the south-west, were moderate, the mean speed from 16th to 31st
March being 10 m.p.h. The wind freshened during the first few days of April
(19 m.p.h.). The daily surface sea temperatures (mean 7'53° C.) were rather
higher than the average and varied only from 7'2 to 7'8° C. during this period,
whilst the salinity, 31'5 %°' was normal for this period. The upper layers
of the water at this time are homothermal, with consequent considerable

November
December
January
February
March
April

TABLE .11

1948-49
COC,)
10'6
9'4
7'9
7'4
7'2
8'2

la-year mean
(° C,)
IO'I

8'4
7'3
6,6
6'9
7'2

vertical mixing, so that hauls at 10 m. may reasonably be considered as
representative.

In view of the extraordinary barnacle settlement, one of the heaviest for
many years, it is of interest to record that throughout the winter and during
the spring the sea temperatures (surface values) had been considerably higher
than normal (Table II).

THE DISTRIBUTION. OF LARVAE IN SPACE AND TIME

The results set out in Table I indicate that over the whole area and over

a considerable period of time the population of barnacle larvae showed no
enormous fluctuations. Considering the catches of total larvae as separate
samples of the larval population of the whole area sampled there is no significant
difference between the means of the catches on the first 2 days (analysis
performed on logarithmic values of catches), t= 1'568, n=4, P=0'2; there is
a significant difference between the first two and the third day, t = 3' 5°5, n = 8,
P=O'02-Q'OI; but no significant difference between the third day and the last
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2 days, t= r'r03, n=8, P=0'3. The mean for the first 2 days was r689 larvae
and the mean for the rest of the period was 32°4 larvae.

The population and its composition over the area was remarkably constant
on some of the days. Since each traverse extended 4 miles, the off-shore
population even if made up of small swarms would be adequately sampled.

An analysis of variance for the first day, neglecting the cyprids since they
were present in very small numbers, is given in Table III.

The mean square for H x Sp and H x St are not significant when tested
against H x Sp x St. The valuesmay be pooled givinga new residual of 0'°57°
(r8 degrees of freedom); and the value for hauls is not significant. There
is therefore no significant difference between the hauls, and no significant
difference between the proportion of species and stages in the hauls.

For the second day the analysis of variance is given in Table IV.

Again H x St mean square is not significant, but at the 5 %level the H x Sp
mean square is significant. The value for the hauls is not significant. The
proportion of the species therefore varied during the hauls, although the

TABLE III

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean
variation freedom squares square

Main effects:

Hauls (H) 2 0'2731 0'1366
Species (Sp) I 3"4476 3'4476
Stages (St) 4 0'93 II 0'2328

First-order interactions:

HxSp 2 0'1'748 0'0874
HxSt 8 0'5384 0'0673
Sp x St 4 0'7334 0'1834

Second-order interaction:

H x Sp x St 8 0'3120 0'0390
Total 29

TABLE IV

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean
variation freedom squares square

Main effects:

Hauls (H) I 0'0433 0'0433
Species (Sp) I 2'3318 2'3318
Stages (St) 4 1'0856 0'2714

First-order interactions:

HxSp I 0'1868 0'1868
HxSt 4 O'II26 0'0282
Sp x St 4 2'6738 0'6685

Second-order interaction:

H x Sp x St 4 0'0659 0'0165

Total 19
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proportion of the stages remained unchanged. However, on the third day,
although H x St is not significant the value for H x Sp is high, indicating
considerable variation in the proportions of the species in the hauls. The
analysis of variance is given in Table V. .

The wide day-to-day fluctuations often reported may be due to sampling
techniques and also, particularly in respect of Stages I and II nauplii, to the
effectof the abundant supply of parent stockwhen samplingis effectedby nets
attached to fixed inshore structures.

THE BARNACLE LARVAE POPULATION

It wasfound as a result of the present tests that in spite of such diatom clogging
as was apparent at the time, the plankton recorders filtered the theoretical
quantity of water. It is, therefore, possible to obtain an accurate estimate of
the barnacle population, although such an estimate suffers from the dis-
advantage that nothing is known of the vertical distribution of the population.

The mean number of larvae per haul over the whole period is 2636 and this
is taken in 1'2 cU.m.which gives2197larvae per cU.m. Pyefinch(1948b) gives
13,644as the highest average daily haul for a single month. Now this figure
was obtain~dwith a 5° em. net fished for I hr. under conditions which do not
permit quantitative deductions. However, at a tidal speed of I knot the
theoretical volume filteredis approximately35° cU.m.of water per hour. Such
a comparison suggests either that nets fished on the tide in this manner are
not fishing effectively,or that the larval populations here recorded were very
much higher than those previously recorded. .

It is of some interest to calculate an approximate estimate of the total
barnacle larvaepopulation for the wholeof this body of water. If it is assumed
that the larvaewereuniformlydistributed downto adepth of 10 m., areasonable
assumption in view of the vertical mixing at this time of the year, and taking
the area to be approximately8 square miles and using the above value for the
mean population density, the number of larvae is of the order of6 x lOll.

TABLE V

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean
variation freedom squares square

Main effects:

Hauls (H) 3 1.8688 0.6229
Species (Sp) I 4'0622 4'0622
Stages CSt) 4 2'8604 0'7151

First-order interactions:

HxSp 3 0.8770 0'2923
HxSt 12 0'4702 0'0392
Sp x St 4 2'5485 0'6371

Second-order interaction:

H x Sp x St 12 0'2214 0'0185
Total 39
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THE RELATION OF THE STAGES

Pyefinch (1948b), Johnstone, Scott & Chadwick (1924), and Fish (1925)
consider that between the Stages I and II Nauplii and the cyprid stage there
is a considerable depletion of the population, although no cause is suggested.
According to Pyefinch the interval between Nauplius III and the cyprid stage
is of the order of 15-21 days. In the present instance such a developmental
period would mean that allthe barnaclelarvaefrom Stage III to cypridspresent
in the first runs (21 March) should have appeared as cyprids by the time the
run was taken on 5 April. Taking the higherpopulation of the 23rd to represent
this earlier stageof the population, the mean number of III to cyprid stageswas
1894 and 580 for B. balanoidesand B. crenatus,respectively. On 5 April the
corresponding catcheswere 1563and 614. This doesnot indicate any depletion
of stock between Stage III and cyprid. It is possible that the depletion takes
placebetween StagesI + II and III (on this point the data giveno information),
but it is suggested that the apparent depletion may be due to the fact that in
taking samples off in-shore structures, as was done by Pyefinch and Fish, the
numbers of Stages I and II are not representativeof the planktonic content of
the whole body of water. The catches of these two stages will be grossly
influenced by the close proximity of the parent stock. It is also perhaps
significant in this connexion, that Pyefinch found this discrepancy less for
B. crenatus,a sublittoral species, and that his figures also show a much less
discrepancy when the Stage III and cyprid populations are compared for
B. balanoides.Johnstone et al. took their samplesin the in-shore waters across
Port Erin Bay and the proximity of parent stock may be partially responsible
for the apparent discrepancy. Also it is to be noted that, according to the
catches of these workers, there is a great increase in the diatom population at
the time. the cyprids were being caught; clogging of their nets may have
resulted in the filtration of less water than was filtered when nauplii were the
main larval stage present, under which circumstances more water would be
filtered when the earlier stages were being sampled. Development takes
place over a period of approximately I month, during which considerable
dispersion of the larvae takes place (as indicated by the above results) so that
the whole body of water should be sampledfor the stages in order to compare
any changes within the population. Further, the above results suggest that
there is no reason to assume, as does Pyefinch, either that the cyprids tend to
occur in greater numbers in-shore, or that they would become more abundant
in in-:shorewaters later in the tide. .

THE EFFECT OF DIATOMS ON THE LARVAL DEVELOPMENT

It has been maintained by Pyefinch(1948b) that the development of the later
stages of the nauplii and the production of cyprids is considerably interfered
with by a heavy diatom population. This doesnot seemto be true in the present
series. On 16 March few diatoms were present, but the spring outburst of
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Skeletonemacostatumbegan between the 16th and 21st of that month, reached
its maximum between the 22nd and 25th and was virtually over by the 31st. A
lack of records does not allow speculation before the diatom outburst took
place, but it is clear that development from Stage III to cyprids was never
interfered with by the diatom outburst, since this is the period over which
it has been shown that the earlier nauplii stages completed their development
with the production of the 'corresponding' number of cyprids. That cyprid
development took place is substantiated by the fact that settlement on the
shore was first observed on 3 April (35-4° newly settled cyprids per sq.in.)
and that there 'subsequentlydevelopedone of the heaviest settlements which
has been seen in this area for a number of years. A non-toxic panel exposed
on a raft in-shore during this period (in connexionwith another investigation)
and withdrawn on IS April had 231 (mean of four separate counts) barnacles
of less than I mm. in size per sq.in.

SUMMARY

A series of results is presented on the barnacle larvae population of an area of
the Firth of Clyde, over a Is-day period in the spring taken by means of a
modified Hardy Plankton Recorder.

The records and observations on barnacle settlement indicate that the larval

population was considerably -greater than usual.
The total larval population showed no great fluctuations from day to day,

and on a given day the composition of the population over a wide area was
often reasonably constant.

Evidence is presented that there is no great depletion of the population
between Nauplius III and cyprid stages. It is suggested that the depletion
previously reported may be due in part to the method of sampling or to the
conditions at the time of sampling.

During the time when the evidence indicates no depletion of population
there was a heavy diatom outburst, which in this instance did not appear to
interfere with the larval development.

Data are given on the density of settlement.
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